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1: The Faces of Love | Old Time Radio
A widow falls for a guy who bears a striking resemblance to her late husband.
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2: Many Faces of LoveChristian Women's Event | Many Faces Of Love | Encouraging Women
Stream The Faces Of Love: The Songs of Jake Heggie by Jake Heggie and tens of millions of other songs on all your
devices with Amazon Music Unlimited. Exclusive discount for Prime members. Exclusive discount for Prime members.

The Face of Love Argemaluco 27 February The Face of Love is a brilliant film with perfect performances and
a fascinating screenplay about the risk and comfort of clinging to the past, using it as an excuse to evade the
present and ignore the future. The great Ed Harris makes an excellent work in his dual role, bringing an
appropriately warm and vulnerable attitude and achieving moments of an abundant emotional intensity. Before
watching The Face of Love, I thought it was going to be a generic autumnal romance, but the film ended up
being something much more interesting than that, presenting us an interesting psychological perspective which
is rarely examined in modern cinema. Was this review helpful? Sign in to vote. Spoilers As I said when it
came to Enough Said, there is really this strange lack of middle aged, or beyond, romance films. At least when
it comes to stuff which comes across my recommendations anyway. Though it also holds that reminder that
your loved one can be taken from you at any minute and truly the two sides it presents to love makes you want
to smile and cry. They have a daughter together, Summer Jess Weixler , would yearly go to Mexico and
seemed to have a happy life. But on their last trip together tragedy strikes. Leaving Nikki seemingly with just
the company of Roger Robin Williams , a fellow widow, for 5 years. Praise Let me first start by saying that,
for once, I enjoyed Robin Williams performance in something. If just because not only is he not the lead,
despite top billing, but it seems he toned down his usual manic persona to actual play a human being. That
aside, it really is the love story between Bening and Harris which keeps you attentive. For one, they have good
chemistry and really present the idea of growing old with someone to be such an ideal thing. Because with the
movie starting you off caught up in the idea of growing old with someone, it is such a punch in the gut to
imagine that special someone dying before you and you being left with these memories you can never
replicate. Never mind finding someone new who could live up to your expectations, or even surpass them. So
when Harris is reintroduce as Tom, it brings on this idea, at least for me, that maybe she is imagining things.
For as Nikki starts to unravel, I honestly wondered if maybe we were just witnessing the delusions of a woman
lost in her own head. I would have loved to see Roger react to him as well. Plus, I honestly felt like I wanted
to see what happened between the two time jumps. For while the film does use flashbacks to illustrate their
relationship, I think a few extra minutes to show what happened during that 5 year gap could have been nice.
Then the 2nd one is post meeting Tom which could have also used a nice montage, even if during the credits.
And I have to say the chemistry between Bening and Harris really makes me hope they join each other for
another romance film. Hell, I may even go for Williams and Bening being love interest since, I must admit, I
kind of wanted to see their relationship go somewhere.
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3: The Face of Love ( film) - Wikipedia
FACE OF LOVE is the story of a widow named Nikki (Annette Bening) who, several years after the loss of her husband
Garrett, meets a man named Tom (Ed Harris) who looks exactly like her deceased.

Aug 03, Nose in a book Kate rated it really liked it Davis has written a good extensive but not dull
introduction to the history and the poets, as well as the poetry. There are also end notes giving plenty of
further analysis of the poems without interrupting the reading of the poems themselves. I also enjoyed the
appendix of Davis has written a good extensive but not dull introduction to the history and the poets, as well
as the poetry. I also enjoyed the appendix of three tongue-in-cheek poems Davis wrote about the difficulty of
translating Hafez! From historical records and those poems that do make it clear â€” by referencing body
parts, for example â€” we know that it was common for poets of the time to write admiringly of attractive
youths of both genders. It was also common as with some western poets of a similar era for references to a
person to mean both a flesh-and-blood person and God, or to switch between the two. Read my full review at:
I understand that in Iran, the figurative interpretation has been dominant for centuries, and most of the first
English translators followed their example. In recent years, translators such as Dick Davies have opted for the
literal interpretation, feeling that the poetry There is a long-standing debate about how to interpret Hafez,
specifically whether to interpret his talk of wine in figurative terms - as a metaphor for such things as divine
love - or literally, so that wine really means wine. In recent years, translators such as Dick Davies have opted
for the literal interpretation, feeling that the poetry is livelier, more honest, more authentic and, quite frankly,
more fun if understood this way. This question of interpretation may explain why some readers have such a
hostile view of this book. Note that as well as drinking a lot of wine, Hafez talks a lot about his love for young
boys. For English readers like me, who do not have the baggage of a received interpretation to deal with, I
found these poems a joy. I also loved the obscene poems of Obayd-e Zakani which have provoked the ire of
some of the other commenters. Irreverent, satirical and very bawdy - rather like Shakespeare. To sum up, if
you are open-minded and interested in a modern take on Persian poetry, I know of no better volume. The
Hafez poems were tolerable, but not remarkable, the poems of Jahan Malek Khatun were the best of the group,
and the poems of Obayd-e-Zakani in his translation and perhaps the orginal were completely obscene, talking
of "pussies" and "fucking" boys his words. He calls into question the idea that Hafez was a Sufi poet,
undermines him as a religious figure, tries to portray h The emphasis on vulgarity and pederasty is
unnecessary except if one understands that perhaps the author has an agenda. He calls into question the idea
that Hafez was a Sufi poet, undermines him as a religious figure, tries to portray him as have literal not
figurative relationships with wine-drinking, boys, etc. He portrays him and he says this repeatedly as being
against Sufis and having rejected it. He just gathers much which is foul to buttress his own claims and
interests. And his own poetry has some moments but others are just horrible. The last poet should not have
been included. If you are looking for Sufi poetry, look elsewhere.
4: The many faces of love essay
The Face of Love], a album by Sanctus Real, or its title track The Faces of Love - The Songs of Jake Heggie, album of
new compositions by American composer "Face of Love", a song by Miranda Cosgrove from High Maintenance.

5: Full Movie: The Face of Love () |, Drama
Director Arie Posin s (The Chumscrubber) THE FACE OF LOVE is an emotionally thorny drama about how we cope
with loss, live in the moment and ultimately move forward.

6: The Face of Love () - Rotten Tomatoes
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Certainly, "The Face of Love"'s actual director Arie Posin, is hard-pressed to turn the repercussions of what is essentially
a ghoulishly despicable act of deception into something that an audience would want to witnessâ€”let alone feel
sympathy about its clearly doomed outcome.

7: The Face of Love - Movie Reviews - Rotten Tomatoes
Faces of Love. Use your own photo to make a statement Show the world that you support love in all forms. Create your
own Choose a statement Current selection.

8: Faces of Love by Hafez
The Face of Love PG 1h 32m Years after the death of her husband, Garrett, Nikki begins a romance with Tom, a great
guy who looks almost exactly like Garrett.

9: The Face of Love () - The Face of Love () - User Reviews - IMDb
Hafez' mannered, opaque love poetry, the melancholic anger or lament of Jahan, and the in-the-face satire of Obeyd-e. I
enjoyed all three poets, and the introduction is informative and thought-provoking.
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